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 Tailoring Interface Structure in Highly Strained YSZ/STO 
Heterostructures 
 Heterostructures combining transition metal oxides, as compared to other 
materials, are able to accommodate very large amounts of epitaxial strain 
without breaking into islands or structural domains. Coherently strained inter-
faces are an interesting playground for the search of materials with enhanced 
ion diffusivities, of interest in devices for energy generation and storage. In this 
work we highlight the importance of the interface structure of highly strained 
YSZ/STO superlattices in determining an enhancement of their ionic conduc-
tivity. We show the role of growth orientation in controlling the structure and 
morphology of the interface. Results of density functional theory calculations are 
discussed, showing that the incompatibility of the oxygen positions at the inter-
face planes plays a key role in stabilizing the high values of ionic conductivities. 
  1. Introduction: Strain at Correlated 
Oxide Interfaces 

 Correlated transition metal oxides are a wide family of materials 
which display a number of different electronic ground states: 
ferromagnets, multiferroics, superconductors and mixed or 
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ionic conductors. Many share a perovskite 
structure in which the basic building 
blocks are the oxygen octahedra in which 
the transition metal is surrounded by 
oxygen ions. Recent research has shown 
that heterostructures combining these 
materials can yield a variety of interesting 
behaviours resulting from the competi-
tion and interplay among different phases 
at the interfaces. [  1  ]  A paradigmatic case is 
the metallic state at the LAO/STO inter-
face, whose origin is still under debate. [  2  ]  
This fi nding, however, has triggered the 
launch of a truly new research fi eld aimed 
at fi nding interesting novel phases at the 
interfaces with high potential for appli-
cations in oxide electronics. [  3–5  ]  At interfaces, the important 
quantities controlling the nucleation of different phases (charge 
density, electrostatic repulsion and band width) may change 
substantially in a phenomenon called electronic reconstruc-
tion. [  6  ,  7  ]  Interface strain is also an important parameter control-
ling phase stabilization [  8  ]  allowing changes in the orbital and 
spin structures. [  9–12  ]  

 In connection with epitaxial strain it is quite remarkable that 
oxides, as compared to other materials, are able to accommo-
date very large amounts of epitaxial strain without breaking into 
islands or structural domains. It is quite common that layers 
with a thickness of several tens of nanometers are referred to as 
being “uniformly strained” by a substrate with a relatively large 
mismatch. The reason is probably related to the large polar-
izability of the oxygen sublattice [  7  ]  which admits quite large 
deformations in the form of rotations and distortions of the 
oxygen octahedra, allowing the lattice parameter to change with 
little changes of the bond lengths within individual octahedra. 
These rotations and distortions do however cause quite sub-
stantial changes in the oxygen bond angles, which control the 
electron hopping rate and consequently the band width W, one 
of the important energy scales governing phase stabilization. 
In this regard, it has been proposed that the coherent growth 
of strained interfaces in heterostructures combining mate-
rials with different degrees of lattice mismatch may promote 
ion diffusivity [  13  ]  and thus, these heterostructures may play an 
important role in the optimization of materials for energy gen-
eration and storage. This is the case of the Y 2 O 3 -ZrO 2 /SrTiO 3  
eim Adv. Mater. 2011, 23, 5268–5274
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(YSZ/STO) superlattices where different structures (fl uorite 
vs. perovskite) are combined with a large lattice mismatch of 
7%. The interface between highly dissimilar structures stabi-
lizes a disordered oxygen sublattice with an increased number 
of oxygen vacancies which promote oxygen diffusion. This will 
be the main focus of this article where we will describe recent 
progress showing the effect of the growth direction in stabi-
lizing different morphologies and degrees of oxygen mobility 
enhancement. 

 YSZ is a well known oxygen ion conductor, where oxygen 
vacancies are introduced by aliovalent substitution of Zr by 
Y. The substitution of Zr in a 4 +  oxidation state by Y 3 +   produces 
an oxygen vacancy for every two Y atoms. Y substitution stabi-
lizes a cubic fl uorite structure in which oxygen occupies the tet-
rahedral sites of the cubic unit cell. It is technologically a very 
relevant material for its use in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) as 
an electrolyte. [  14  ]  The high operation temperature necessary to 
minimize ohmic losses limits the range of applications and has 
stimulated a signifi cant effort to reduce it. Approaches making 
use of confi nement effects in nanostructures (nanoionics) to 
improve the device performance have emerged as an interesting 
alternative. [  15  ]  Decreasing the size of the system to the nanometer 
lengthscale leads to a dominant infl uence of the interfaces on 
the overall ionic conductivity of the system. Novel phases can 
be stabilized with enhanced carrier densities and eventually 
also with enhanced mobilities. It is now widely accepted that 
nano-size effects in conventional ionic conductors can pro-
vide novel routes to achieve higher ionic conductivities. [  15  ]  An 
interesting class of nanoionic phenomena are the space charge 
effects which occur when sample dimensions become com-
parable to the space charge length, which is the length scale 
for charge inhomogeneities. It is well known that the energy 
for defect generation may be different at surfaces or bounda-
ries. There, an accumulation of defects may occur which in 
ionic compounds breaks the charge neutrality, which is allow-
able below the Debye length. The accumulation of defects will 
create an electric fi eld which will limit further accumulation 
or will be screened by (other) mobile charges. The disconti-
nuity of the free energy at interfaces naturally results in charge 
transfer processes which break charge neutrality and may pro-
foundly change the carrier density if the characteristic sample 
dimension is comparable to the Debye length. A paradigmatic 
example is the case of CaF 2  and BaF 2  heterostructures, [  16  ]  where 
fl uorine ions are transferred from the BaF 2  into the CaF 2  and 
vacancies in the BaF 2  give rise to enhanced ionic conductivity 
over a length scale corresponding to the Debye length. 

 The existence of these size effects in YSZ has been a subject 
of considerable debate recently due to the small values (0.1 nm) 
expected for the Debye length based on the large density of 
carriers. Results on polycrystalline samples deposited by spin 
coating on sapphire show an enhancement of the ionic conduc-
tivity when thickness is reduced. [  17  ]  In contrast, other authors 
have reported a decrease of the ionic conductivity of samples 
deposited by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on MgO sub-
strates. [  18  ]  The situation when the layers are epitaxial seems to 
be different. Quite signifi cant enhancements have been reported 
in the case of epitaxial YSZ layers on MgO when the thickness 
is as small as 15 nm. [  19  ]  The enhancement becomes stronger 
when thickness is reduced pointing to an interface mechanism 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmAdv. Mater. 2011, 23, 5268–5274
which might be absent in the case of polycrystalline samples. 
More recently, in an attempt to isolate this interface mechanism 
we grew highly strained heterointerfaces combining ultrathin 
YSZ and STO layers and found large conductivity values from 
dielectric spectroscopy measurements, which we attributed to 
enhanced oxygen conductivity. [  13  ]  The dc conductivity deter-
mined by ac methods scaled with the number of interfaces and 
was independent of the YSZ layer thickness, which was taken 
as an indication of its interfacial origin. Guo has proposed [  20  ]  
the electronic origin of the large conductivity values found in 
this experiment, however, we eliminated the possibility that the 
enhanced conductivity originated in electron doping of the sub-
strate or STO layers by measuring the dc (electronic) contribu-
tion of the conductivity, which turned out to be almost three 
orders of magnitude smaller than the global conductivity meas-
ured with ac methods. Other authors have reported smaller con-
ductivity enhancements in PLD grown samples with partially or 
non coherent interfaces. [  21  ]  Cavallaro et al. [  22  ]  have grown YSZ/
STO heterostructures with 1 nm thick STO using PLD. The 
layers were discontinuous and YSZ islands had mixed crystal-
line orientations. They found enhanced values of the electronic 
conductivity which they attributed to an interfacial alloyed oxide 
resulting from zirconium/strontium intermixing. 

   2. Growth and Structure. Controlling Strain 
Relaxation 

 Interestingly, we found that changing the YSZ growth direction 
allows control of the continuity, morphology and epitaxy of the 
layers, resulting in very different electrical properties. Samples 
were grown on 〈001〉 oriented STO substrates using a high-
pressure (2.9 mbar) pure oxygen sputtering system at a sub-
strate temperature of 900 ºC. After growth samples were cooled 
to 700 ºC. At this temperature the chamber was fi lled with 
900 mbar O 2  and samples were annealed for 15 minutes before 
completing the cooling process. This technique has proven to 
be very adequate for the growth of epitaxial layers of transition 
metal oxides. [  11–13  ]  The crystalline structures of both materials, 
one being fl uorite (YSZ) and the other perovskite (STO) with 
rather different lattice parameters ( a   =  5.14 Å for YSZ vs  a   =  
3.90 Å for STO), are at a fi rst sight strongly dissimilar. However, 
rotating the crystals 45º about the 〈001〉 axis allows the coherent 
growth of both materials along the 〈001〉 direction with a 7% 
lattice mismatch growth if the YSZ layers are thin enough. This 
is a very large strain level for which relaxation through misfi t 
dislocations is expected according to theories of strain relaxa-
tion. [  23  ]  On the contrary, we fi nd that for 〈001〉 oriented growth 
a two dimensional epitaxial growth mode occurs. Growth 
conditions could be tuned to choose between 〈001〉 and 〈110〉 
orientations. Essentially we fi nd that slow deposition at high 
temperatures promotes the 〈001〉 growth, while 〈110〉 shows up 
at larger growth speeds and lower temperatures. 

 We fi rst discuss the 〈001〉 growth. The X-ray diffraction pat-
tern from a conventional X-ray source for a single YSZ fi lm 
grown on STO shows that the growth is predominantly 〈001〉 
(see  Figure    1  a). Detailed structural characterization using 
X-ray diffraction, X-ray refl ectivity and X-ray reciprocal space 
maps was performed in a four-circle Philips X´pert-PRO MRD 
5269bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  1 .     a) XRD pattern of a YSZ thin fi lm of 8 nm showing the epitaxial growth of the YSZ on top of STO with the (001) orientation. b) Low mag-
nifi cation (top) and high resolution of STEM image of a 3 nm YSZ/ 10 nm STO superlattice with 8 bilayer repetitions showing continuous layers 
and the coexistence of epitaxially coherent and rotated domains. c) High resolution STEM image of a fully strained trilayer of STO/YSZ/STO with a 
superimposed Ti L 2,3  and Zr M 2,3  EELS maps of the area highlighted (spectrum image), acquired with an exposure time of 50 ms per pixel, evidencing 
the presence of YSZ in the 2 nm ultra-thin layer. All EELS images were produced by integrating the signal under the respective edges after background 
subtraction using a power law fi t and also after applying PCA to the raw data to remove random noise. d) AFM image of a ultra-thin fi lm of 1 nm YSZ 
grown on top of Nb doped STO.  
diffractometer with Cu cathode (wavelength   λ    =  0.15418 nm). 
Note that the (002) refl ection of the YSZ at 2  θ    =  34.8º appears 
with the highest intensity although the minor presence of 
a (111) refl ection at 2  θ    =  30º suggests some degree of poly-
crystalline growth when the thickness increases. Scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and electron energy 
loss spectroscopy (EELS) measurements were performed on a 
Nion UltraSTEM operated at 100 kV using a cold fi eld emission 
electron source, a corrector capable of neutralizing up to fi fth 
order aberrations [  24  ]  and an Enfi na EEL spectrometer. Some 
images were also obtained on a VG Microscopes HB501UX 
with a third order Nion aberration corrector. Samples for STEM 
were prepared in cross section geometry by conventional thin-
ning, dimpling, and ion milling. The samples were tilted in the 
microscope to either the 〈001〉 or 〈110〉 cubic zone axis of STO. 
The principal component analysis (PCA) method of Ref. [  25  ]  was 
used to eliminate noise in atomic-resolution EELS elemental 
maps as described in Ref. [  26  ] . Low magnifi cation STEM images 
of a superlattice with 10 nm thick STO and 3 nm thick YSZ 
show that interfaces are fl at and layers are continuous over long 
lateral distances (top of Figure  1 b). The same fi gure (bottom 
panel), displays high magnifi cation STEM images of the same 
sample showing coherent regions with no structural disconti-
nuity on passing through the interface, coexisting with others 
70 © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gwileyonlinelibrary.com
where a different orientation of the YSZ starts nucleating. This 
is consistent with the observation of refl ections other than 
{002} appearing in X-ray diffraction spectra. In Figure  1 c, an 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of 1 nm thick layers 
grown on TiO 2  terminated 0.1% wt. Nb doped STO shows well 
defi ned steps one unit cell high separating vicinal terraces indi-
cating a two dimensional growth mode in this thickness range. 
This tendency is confi rmed in the growth of heterostructures 
with ultrathin YSZ layers sandwiched between STO. Figure  1 d 
shows a high magnifi cation STEM image of a trilayer made 
with 1 nm thick YSZ in which the YSZ layer is fully epitaxial. 
Little composition contrast can be observed in the Z contrast 
images, but EELS elemental maps of the Ti L 2,3  and Zr M 4,5  
edges confi rm the presence of the YSZ layer.  

 Superlattices made by alternating 1 nm YSZ and 10 nm 
STO layers were examined by X-ray diffraction at the beam-
line BM25B of the European Radiation Synchrotron Facility 
(Grenoble).  Figure    2   displays X-ray diffraction spectra from a 
synchrotron x ray source (wavelength   λ    =  0.855 Å) of a super-
lattice with 10 nm thick STO and 1 nm thick YSZ layers are 
displayed in Figure  2 . The many (sharp) superlattice satellites 
are consistent with the good epitaxial properties also shown by 
the aberration corrected STEM images. The in plane growth 
was investigated by reciprocal space maps around refl ections 
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Mater. 2011, 23, 5268–5274
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     Figure  2 .     a) Synchrotron X-ray diffraction pattern (  λ    =  0.855 Å) obtained at the BM 25 of the the ESRF of a 1 nm YSZ/10 nm STO superlattice with 20 
bilayer repetitions s. b) Reciprocal space maps referred to the STO structure in the 0.5 1.5 0.5 (top) and 0.5 0.5 1.5 (bottom) positions, showing the 
YSZ is forced to the lattice parameters of the STO.  
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specifi c for the YSZ and forbidden for the STO, which appear at 
reciprocal space sites with half integer indexes in STO reciprocal 
space coordinates. Figures  2 b and c show a H vs K and H  =  K vs 
L maps of the YSZ layers at half-integer values for the STO, evi-
dencing that the YSZ is fully strained to the lattice parameters of 
the STO, in a growth mode with the perovskite unit cell rotated 
45 degrees to match the half diagonal fl uorite cell.  

 The samples grown with YSZ in a  〈 110 〉  orientation were 
grown at higher deposition rates. Epitaxy is in principle also 
possible with {110} planes of the STO matching the {002} 
planes of the YSZ, and the 〈110〉 direction of the YSZ parallel 
to the  〈 001 〉  direction of the STO. The X-ray diffraction patterns 
of individual YSZ layers grown on STO ( Figure    3   a ) show the 
highest intensity for the YSZ {110} refl ection at 2  θ    =  50º. Also 
in this case other refl ections appear for large fi lm thickness. In 
this case the AFM observation showed a much stronger ten-
dency to island growth (Figure  3 b). None of the AFM obser-
vations showed the substrate terrace replication characteristic 
of 2D growth found in the case of 〈001〉 growth. Although 
overall the lattice mismatch is the same for the 〈001〉 growth, 
there is a strong mismatch between the oxygen sublattices of 
both materials in this case, which most likely causes the island 
growth described below. X-ray diffraction patterns of superlat-
tices displayed also superlattice satellite peaks evidencing a 
certain degree of structural coherence. STEM imaging of these 
samples showed island growth (Figure  3 c and d). Most of the 
islands appear to be connected but there are changes of the 
crystalline orientation from island to island. High resolution 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GAdv. Mater. 2011, 23, 5268–5274
imaging (Figure  3 d) also shows the presence of coherent islands 
or even larger areas in which the YSZ is strained to match the 
STO lattice. The chemical integrity of the layer and the con-
nectivity between neighboring islands was checked using EELS 
elemental maps constructed by integrating intensities of the 
O K, Zr M 2,3  and M 4,5 , and Ti L 2,3  edges. The surface of these 
islands appears be fl at (0.5 nm root mean squared (rms) rough-
ness) over length scales of 1 micrometer, as evidenced by AFM 
observations. In addition, the growth of the STO on top of the 
YSZ islands seems to have a fl attening effect, such that the 
growth of the different YSZ layers in superlattices always starts 
from a fl at STO layer. This is most likely the origin of the struc-
tural coherence evidenced by x- ray diffraction spectra of these 
superlattices showing a large number of sharp satellite peaks. 
Structurally, these samples resemble those grown by Cavallaro 
et al. [  22  ]  by PLD, but differ morphologically in that the YSZ 
layers are quasi-continuous in our case.  

   3. Ion Transport at the Interface. Understanding 
the Mechanism 

 Conductivity was measured using an alternating current (ac) 
impedance spectroscopy method (NOVOCONTROL Alpha 
analyzer) with two evaporated silver spots on the surface as 
contact electrodes annealed at 220 °  C. Ac electrical conductivity 
spectra from impedance spectroscopy experiments displayed 
strong suppression of the conductivity at low frequencies 
5271mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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     Figure  3 .     a) XRD pattern of a YSZ thin fi lm of 8 nm showing the epitaxial growth of the YSZ on top of STO. c) AFM image of a thin fi lm of 17 nm YSZ 
grown on STO showing the grain structure. Low magnifi cation c) and high resolution d) of STEM image of a superlattice of YSZ/STO with 4 bilayers. 
In d) structural domains with different crystalline orientations are observed, refl ecting a non epitaxial growth.  
accompanied by up to four orders of magnitude capacitance 
increases (see right panel of  Figure    4  ). 

 This behaviour is characteristic of blocking of ionic charge 
carriers at grain boundaries or electrodes. The dc conductivity 
  σ  dc  , was determined from the frequency independent conduc-
tivity plateaus in the spectra. [  13  ]  Note that the large conduc-
tivity increase (up to 8 orders of magnitude) observed for the 
fully epitaxial samples results both from an increase of the 
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag Gwileyonlinelibrary.com

     Figure  4 .     a) Temperature dependence of the conductance for different 
YSZ/STO heterostructures (trilayers and a superlattice): square symbols 
correspond to fully epitaxial samples, open and solid circles correspond 
to relaxed samples with (110) oriented YSZ layers. Diamonds are plain 
STO substrates and down triangles are STO (bi)layers on STO. b) Fre-
quency dependence of the capacitance of the fully strained superlattice at 
temperatures 200, 170, 140, 110 and 80 C (from right to left).  
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conductivity pre-exponential factor and from a decrease of the 
activation energy from values of about 1 eV for bulk samples to 
0.6 eV for the ultrathin trilayers.  

 The electrical properties of both  〈 001 〉  and  〈 110 〉  oriented 
YSZ samples are very different. While 〈001〉 samples show 
large values of dc conductivity as compared to conductivity data 
measured for a bare STO substrate (see Figure  4 ),  〈 110 〉  sam-
ples show conductivity values which resemble more what we 
fi nd for single substrates. As done previously in reference [  22  ]  we 
have also included in Figure  4  data for STO bilayers grown on 
STO by interrupting the growth between the STO layers for sev-
eral minutes. STO bilayers showed similar conductance values 
to the superlattices with  〈 110 〉  oriented YSZ. Larger conductivi-
ties were found in some of the samples with  〈 110 〉  YSZ sug-
gesting that a percolation of the current between islands may 
be possible in some cases, although the smaller conductivity of 
those samples indicates that ionic diffusion is blocked by the 
granular structure. 

 The enhanced ionic mobility has been discussed in terms 
of the disorder introduced in the oxygen sublattice by epitaxial 
strain at the heterointerfaces. Density-functional calculations 
have been used to investigate the infl uence of the (001) ori-
ented interface on the conductivity increase in YSZ/STO super-
lattices. [  27  ]  The authors of that work proposed that the combi-
nation of epitaxial strain and oxygen sublattice incompatibility 
between both structures are key in yielding the highly con-
ducting interface. They report that 7% strain produces a drastic 
change in the O sublattice of YSZ, which becomes as disordered 
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim Adv. Mater. 2011, 23, 5268–5274
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as expected from an increase of the temperature up to 2000 K. 
The O ion mean square displacement (mobility) is strongly 
enhanced (by a factor of over 10 6 ) as a result of the combined 
presence of oxygen vacancies and disorder. The incompatibility 
of the oxygen positions in the interface planes are proposed to 
play a key role in stabilizing the highly conducting interface. 
O atoms occupy sites that are close to tetrahedral positions 
in YSZ. On the other hand, O atoms in STO occupy octahe-
dral positions. The STO structure is more stable than the 7% 
strained ultrathin YSZ and in turn controls the positions of 
the O atoms in the YSZ interfacial plane, forcing them all to 
occupy octahedral positions. This constraint then disturbs the 
O atoms in the neighboring layers of YSZ with no Ti atoms, 
causing the extreme disorder in the oxygen sublattice in the 
region close to the interface. EELS experiments (both spectros-
copy and imaging) have provided evidence for the oxygen dis-
order. [  28  ]  The fi ne structure of the O K edge corresponding to 
coherent YSZ/STO interfaces has been reported to be blurred 
out compared to that of bulk YSZ. In addition the O K edge was 
used to do EELS elemental mapping of individual O columns 
in bulk cubic YSZ and in YSZ/STO heterostructures. The fact 
that EELS elemental mapping of coherent regions of YSZ/STO 
multilayers show clear O columns in the STO, but essentially 
only a blur in the YSZ, is strong evidence for the presence of 
O disorder in the strained multilayer YSZ. Moreover, density 
functional simulations show that a new YSZ phase is stabilized 
for the epitaxially strained heterostructures for mismatch strain 
levels in excess of 5.2%. [  27  ]  This result explains in fact why 
these high levels of strain do not result in strain relaxation by 
mismatch dislocations and islanding and evidences that lattice 
relaxation plays a dominant role in phase stabilization. 

 Other ab initio simulations based on combined density func-
tional theory and nudged elastic band method [  29  ]  have found an 
exponential increase of oxygen diffusivity of almost four orders 
of magnitude in 4% biaxially strained YSZ. This suggests that 
lattice strain alone cannot be responsible for the large conduc-
tivity increases found experimentally. Notice also in this regard 
that phenomenological models estimating the conductivity 
increase only on the basis of elastic strain due to lattice mis-
match fail in reproducing the large enhancements of the con-
ductivity observed experimentally, suggesting that the relaxa-
tion into the oxygen disordered phase is key in understanding 
the conductivity increase. Korte and co-workers, from a quali-
tative model of ion diffusion along hetero-interfaces based on 
the density of misfi t dislocations and the interfacial strain have 
pointed out that strain by itself can only account for 2–3 orders 
of magnitude conductivity increase. [  21  ]  This model predicts for 
an oxygen vacancy ion conductor a linear increase of the con-
ductivity with lattice mismatch for tensile strained interfaces 
while compressive strain will decrease the ionic conductivity. 
However this model does not consider strain relaxation and 
anisotropy and also does not take into account an interface 
sheet with enhanced conductivity. 

 The large conductivity preexponential factor of the trilayer 
samples, 10 7   Ω   − 1  cm  − 1 , which is about 2 orders of magnitude 
larger than in the single crystal samples ( > 10 4   Ω   − 1  cm  − 1 ), may 
provide a hint on the importance of disorder to understand the 
conductivity increase. The conductivity pre-exponential factor is 
customarily described in terms of the following expression
© 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GAdv. Mater. 2011, 23, 5268–5274
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kB   
(1)

   

where   α   is a geometrical factor,  a  is the jump distance,   ν   0  is the 
attempt frequency,  N  is the concentration of oxygen vacancies, 
 S  is a confi gurational entropy term,  e  is the electron charge and 
 k B   is Boltzmann’s constant. Either an increase in the concentra-
tion of oxygen vacancies ( N ), or of a larger entropy term (exp( S /
k B )) could in principle be invoked to explain this difference. 
Most likely a combination of both factors is at play. However, 
in view of the very high doping level of bulk YSZ it is hard to 
believe that the carrier density could be further increased by 
two orders of magnitude. On the other hand, the disorder of 
the oxygen sublattice obtained from density functional simu-
lations and confi rmed experimentally by EELS imaging, pro-
vides a fi rm footing for an increased number of available posi-
tions for the oxygen ions (enhanced positional disorder for the 
oxygen vacancies). Interestingly, the large values of the pre-
exponential factor of about 10 7   Ω   − 1  cm  − 1  are not unrealistic. 
They are in fact comparable to those found in other ion con-
ductors such as   β  -AgI (showing a value of the pre-exponential 
factor of 10 8   Ω   − 1  cm  − 1  in which the high mobility phase occurs 
as a result of the melting of the moving sublattice. [  30  ]  The disor-
dered oxygen structure therefore accounts both for the increase 
of the mobility (reduction of the activation energy) and for the 
increase of the pre-exponential factor. This constitutes one of 
the very few cases where the disorder occurring at the inter-
faces of thin fi lm epitaxial structures yields an improvement 
of the system properties, instead of a deterioration observed in 
most practical examples. 

 As previously mentioned, in addition to the high values of 
the pre-exponential factor, it is also found in experimental data 
a decrease of the activation energy from values of about 1 eV 
for bulk samples to 0.6 eV for the ultrathin trilayers (Figure  4 ). 
It is worthwhile to remark in this regard a recent work [  30  ]  where 
a reduction of the activation energy for oxygen ion diffusion 
has been obtained from an ab initio-based kinetic Monte Carlo 
model for ionic conductivity in YSZ. According to this model, 
ionic interactions are found to be essential in reproducing the 
effective activation energy [  31  ]  and the enhanced oxygen ion 
mobility may result from a non-random distribution of the 
dopant Y ions at the interfacial planes. [  32  ]  There is also evidence 
from a recent atomistic simulation study of the importance of 
structural disorder in determining ionic transport properties 
in YSZ fi lms with nanoscale thickness, [  33  ]  where the interfacial 
conductivity was found to increase by 2 orders of magnitude as 
the YSZ fi lm size decreases from 9 to 3 nm due to a decrease in 
the activation energy barrier. 

   4. Summary and Outlook 

 In summary, we have discussed how the coherent growth of 
strained interfaces in heterostructures combining materials 
with different degrees of lattice mismatch may promote ion 
diffusivity and thus, these heterostructures may play an impor-
tant role in the optimization of materials for energy generation 
and storage. In particular, we have outlined the infl uence of the 
growth conditions on the interface structure of highly strained 
5273mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim wileyonlinelibrary.com
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growth has allowed stabilizing different morphologies, layer 
continuity and epitaxy and, as a result, different degrees of ion 
mobility enhancement. 〈001〉 YSZ growth yields coherent inter-
faces between both highly dissimilar structures, stabilizing a 
disordered oxygen sublattice with an increased number of acces-
sible positions for oxygen which promote oxygen diffusion. On 
the other hand, the 〈110〉 YSZ orientation results in the growth 
of connected islands, whose boundaries block the long range 
ion diffusion. In addition to space charge effects, epitaxial 
strain may be thus an important parameter in designing a high 
mobility landscape at the interfaces. [  34  ]  

 The wide spread application of the current solid oxide fuel 
cells devices is limited by the high operation temperatures. An 
effort is necessary to increase the conductivity of the electro-
lyte to minimize ohmic losses at lower temperatures. Either 
new materials have to be sought with optimized conductivity 
values or new device concepts have to be developed. Defi nitely, 
interface effects in epitaxial ionic conducting heterostructures 
appear as a promising pathway towards novel artifi cial electro-
lytes for cooler fuel cells or other electrochemical devices. 

 However, single chamber fuel cell concepts are necessary to 
exploit the enhanced interfacial mobility in practical devices. 
Further work is warranted [  35  ]  to asses spectroscopically the 
nature of the charge carriers responsible for the enhanced con-
ductivity. This is a major experimental challenge in the case of 
ultrathin layers. Tracer diffusion experiments with isotopically 
modifi ed ions will be useful to make this point clear. In addi-
tion, as pointed out in this work, the predictive power of fi rst 
principles tools may be determinant in the design of optimized 
interfaces for application in practical devices. 
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